
Code Bay
- repository
- allows login
- stores comments
- lists commited code
- provides Reusable Code
- contains version history
- highlights conflicts between code versions
- allows version merge
- aids in debugging
- keeps logs of debug messages, runtime errors, error details
- provides visual representation of code
- verifies code
- contains comments about all client requirements
- provides builtin functions and helps
- alerts user if work not saved



File Storage
(Local/Remote)

- stores Files
- provides username management

LoginUNAME
Password

Reviews changes in
project
[C84]

Copies & Pastes
Reusable Code
[C84; K42; Q35;

J19]

Provides visual representation
of code for current task

[M26]

Provides updates
to project

[M26]

X can't see progress
in real time

[M26]

X Often neglect to
fill descriptions

[K42]



File Storage
(Local/Remote)

- stores Files
- provides username management

Project Team

- writes Code
- updates Support information for code
- continues tasks 

Provides Access to 
Code Bay

[C84]

Discusses problems
[C84; J19; A68]

Retrieves Files
[C84]

Uploads new version of 
task document

[F66]

Retrieves new version
of task document

[F66]
Task Document

Retrieves project
name from folder

[F66]

Copied project
name

Provides Tasks List
[Q35]

IM



Provides visual 
representation

of code for current task
(Flow/Design View)

[M26; K42; B53;
Q35; T70]

X can't easily 
find where left off

[M26] 

X multiple versions 
of code require 

multiple instances
of code editor, 
slowing system 

[M26] 

Reviews changes in
project
[C84]

Edits code 
to meet requirements
[C84; K42; T70; A68]

Uploads changes to
project

[C84; M26]

Updates information
about work done

[C84] 

Adds comments
about changes 

[C84]

Provides file name
[C84]

Provides comments
[C84; Q35] 

Creates new items 
from previous

[C84]

X Does not have
authority to change 

some code
[C84]

Reviews old code 
[C84; K42; Q35]

X Has storage limits

X double click 
does not open

[M26]

Provides Code
[M26; Q35]

X Lack of commenting
makes it difficult to 
identify difference 

between each version
in the version history

[K42]

X Cannot find & 
compare corresponding 

versions of code 
[K42]

X Cannot identify 
code authors

[K42]

X Complexity decreases
visual clarity which
makes it difficult to

see what's going on
[K42]

X Often neglects to
fill descriptions

[K42]

X Comments stored 
as reminders

[Q35]

X TODOs stored as 
reminders

Q35

X User has to 
resize panels

[T70]



Developer

- writes code
- revises code
- informs group of changes
- creates code information document
- comments code
- request changes
- updates code bay
- fixes bugs
- debugs code
- manages personal reminders

Login
[C84; M26]

UNAME
Password

Copies & Pastes
Reusable Code
[C84; K42; Q35;

J19] Login
[C84; M26; K42;

B53]

X Enters incorrect 
Login info

[C84]

Places/Retrieves 
project files
[C84; J19]

X Cookies save
wrong username

[C84]

X cannot see 
version 

updates unless 
connected to 

remote storage
[M26]

enters time
[M26]

Provides style sheets
[M26; K42]

Provides list of 
files used in project

[M26; K42]

Makes notes about
tasks (Copies & Pastes)

[M26; Q35; T70]

Logs in
[M26; K42; B53;

X97; T70]

UNAME
Password

Provides 
project name

[M26]

X Too many entries
and no information 
about each entry

[K42]

Updates references
[K42]

Provides information
about updates 
to references

[K42]

Provides templates
[K42; J19]

X Cannot find & 
compare corresponding 

versions of code 
[K42]

Updates status
of tasks
[X97]

Debugs code
[X97; A68]

X user is unaware
of the feature 
that removes 

all the breakpoints

Provides error 
information
[F66; J19]

Pop Up

User cannot paste item
and is uncertain of why

[SC 4:18]

Manages tasks list
[Q35]

X duplicated code 
still requires complete 

configuration
[J19]

Alerts user of
modified version

[J19]

Popup 
Window

UNAME
Password



Manager

- manages Project
- decides policies

Project Management Resource

- stores project toDo list 
- stores project names
- stores all project tasks 
- stores problems arising
- provides expected task time
- provides progress info
- allows filtering of tasks list
- stores timesheets
- stores backlog
- stores sprint information

Updates decisions 
about system 
requirements

[J19]

Web Browser

- stores bookmarks
- provides access to running application
- provides add-on for debugging HTML code

Provides link to project 
management resource

[M26; K42; F66]

BOOKMARK
X link doesn't work

[M26]

Retrieves tasks list
[M26; J19]

provides tasks list
[M26; Q35]

Provides visual of 
running application

[K42; Q35; T70]

Provides coding 
conventions

[K42]

Provides task 
progress

[B53]
IM

Provides tasks list
[X97] email excel file

Updates status
of tasks
[X97]

Provides list of Projects
[F66] Project List

Retrieves project tasks list
[F66]Tasks List

Uploads new version of 
task document

[F66]
Task Document

Adds new work item
[F66]

Updates sprint info
[F66]

Retrieves documents list Document List

Updates status
of action items

[F66]

Adds action items
[F66]

Provides project
tasks & reports

[F66; Q35]

Task Document

X File name does not 
contain title of 
the doucument

[F66]

Retrieves Task Document
from an email

[SC 8:55]

Task Document

Provides accurate
times for estimations

made in AMT
[F66]

Verifies sprint assignments
[F66]

Provides status
of tasks

[F66]

Provides any 
new action items

[F66]

Provides requested 
code/permissions

[F66]
Provides project info

[F66] IM

Provides HTML 
debugging info

[Q35]

X Does not use 
browser that

keeps opening
[Q35]



Consolidated Flow Model



Code Bay admin

- makes changes to code bay
- provides access

Mail client

- passes emails
- allows composing messages
- accepts messages
- notifies new email

Sends Messages
[C84]

EMAIL

Paste Links
[C84]

Request changes
to inaccessible items

[C84]

EMAIL

Informs of 
changes to 

inaccessible items
[C84]

EMAIL

Notes Repository
(Physical/Digital)

- stores notes

Query Editor

Edits query code
[K42]

When changing from simple
to advanced query, user must
repeat most of original code 

[K42]

Provides descriptions
of fields

[J19]

Provides Report
[J19]



Code Bay admin

- makes changes to code bay
- provides access

Client

-involved in testing stage (I)
-provides application requirements
-has access to code bay

Provides access to
code bay

[M26]
UNAME

Password

Web Browser

- stores bookmarks
- provides access to running application
- provides add-on for debugging HTML code

Report problems
with application
[K42; Q35; J19]

Software Provider

- provides training and support
- designs best practices for their software

Best Practice Document

Provides coding 
conventions

[K42]

Submits Report to Client
Monthly

[F66] 

Report

Provides HTML 
debugging info

[Q35]

Report Creator

- creates reports

Provides descriptions
of fields

[J19]

EMAIL


